Irrigation Scheduling Using Soil Moisture Sensors
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Abstract

Irrigation is required to ensure crop production. Practical methods of use sensors to determine soil water status are needed in irrigation scheduling. Soil moisture sensors were evaluated and used for irrigation scheduling in humid region of the Mid-South US. Soil moisture sensors were installed in soil at depths of 15 cm, 30 cm, and 61 cm belowground. Soil volumetric water content was automatically measured by the sensors in a time interval of an hour during the crop growing season. Soil moisture data were wirelessly transferred onto internet through a wireless sensor network (WSN) so that the data could be remotely accessed online. Soil water content measured at the three depths were interpreted using a weighted average method to reflect the status of soil water in plant root zone. A threshold to trigger an irrigation event was determined with sensor-measured soil water content. An antenna mounting device was developed for operation of the WSN. Using the antenna mounting device, the soil moisture measurement was not be interrupted by crop field management practices.
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1. Introduction

The United States (US) is among the top 5 cotton producing countries and the largest cotton exporter in the world (USDA, 2017). Most of cotton in US is grown in a region known as the cotton belt which includes humid regions in the Mid-South US. Though annual precipitation in the Mid-South US is approximately 130 cm, only about 18% of the precipitation occurs during June to August when crops require a large quantity of water to grow. Furthermore, heavy rainfall in summer causes extensive amounts of runoff, resulting in only a small amount of the precipitation infiltrating into the soil for crop use. Uncertainty in the amount and timing of precipitation is one of the most serious risks to crop production in the region. To reduce the risk and increase farming profit, irrigation acreage in the Mid-South has being increased in recent years. More than 90% irrigation water in the region is groundwater from Mississippi River Valley alluvial aquifer (Byrd, 2011). Due to the large withdrawals water levels of the aquifer have significantly declined across the region. Reports from Yazoo Mississippi Delta Joint Water Management District showed that the aquifer level in Sunflower County of Mississippi Delta dropped 655 cm from 1994 to 2014 (YMD, 2014). In 2015, the level declined 13.7 cm across the Mississippi Delta region (YMD, 2015). Ongoing depletion and stagnant recharging of the aquifer jeopardize the long-term availability of the aquifer and place irrigated agriculture in the region on an unsustainable path. Local governments, organizations, and producers in the region are realizing the necessity of seeking improved irrigation technologies to increase water use efficiency for sustainable use of water resources. Common method used in irrigation scheduling in this region is based on visual assessment of crop response and a “feel” for soil water status. There is a great need for the producers to have objective, reliable, and easy-to-use water management technologies that work for the Mid-South crop and soil environments.

Producing high-yielding and high-quality cotton requires careful management in every production stage, including field management practices in irrigation. Water-stress in cotton plants can limit plant growth and productivity, resulting in reduction of yield (Cull, Hearn, & Smith, 1981). Pettigrew (2004) studied the effects of moisture deficit stress on cotton lint yield and fiber quality and reported that compared with irrigated plants, dryland plants under water stress reduced lint yield by 25%. Irrigated plants produced more bolls and approximately 2% longer fiber than the dryland plants. Balkcom et al. (2006) found that irrigation improves ginning percentage and increased yield, and fiber quality parameters such as the length, micronaire, and uniformity were affected by the irrigation regimes. Basal et al. (2009) reported cotton fiber length was reduced in...
response to soil moisture deficits. Sui et al. (2017) reported that supplemental irrigation increased lint yield by 26% and fiber length by 2%, and improved plant capability in utilizing the applied N fertilizer.

Irrigation scheduling determines the time and amount of water to apply. Irrigation events can be scheduled based on 1) soil moisture content in plant root zone, 2) the amount of water lost by plant evapotranspiration (ET), and 3) plant response to water stress. Compared to the other two methods, the soil moisture-based irrigation scheduling method is easier to implement (Henggeler et al., 2011). This method determines when and how much water to apply using the amount of available water to the plant from soil. However, although soil moisture can be determined using manual gravimetric soil sampling by weighing and drying the soil sample, the process could be time consuming and expensive as frequent measurements are required. In recent years, various types of soil moisture sensing devices have been developed and are commercially available for measuring soil moisture. Some of these devices are capable ofwirelessly transferring the data collected from their sensors.

Evaluations have shown that each type of soil moisture sensing devices has its advantages and shortcomings in terms of accuracy, reliability, and cost (Basinger et al., 2003; Chanzy et al., 1998; Evett & Parkin, 2005; Seyfried & Murdock, 2004; Yao et al., 2004). The neutron probe has been shown to be a reliable tool for determining soil water content (SWC). However, its use of radioactive source, the maintenance requirement, and the cost have restricted its application in recent years. Meanwhile, electromagnetic (EM) sensors, such as electrical capacitance and resistance type sensors, and time-domain reflectometer (TDR) devices have been rapidly developed and adopted for soil-water measurement (Dukes & Scholberg, 2004; Fares & Alva, 2000; Miranda et al., 2005; Seyfried & Murdock, 2001; Vellidis et al., 2008). Research shows that soil moisture sensors could be used as an irrigation tool for saving water. However, procedures for proper installation, calibration and maintenance of soil moisture sensing devices are critical for the success of soil moisture sensor-based irrigation scheduling (Yoder et al., 1997; Leib et al., 2003; Evett et al., 2006; Sui et al., 2013).

The objective of this study was to develop a practical method to use soil moisture sensor for irrigation scheduling in cotton.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Site and Devices

A soil moisture sensing system for irrigation scheduling was implemented in a cotton field at a Research Farm of USDA-ARS Crop Production Systems Research Unit at Stoneville, Mississippi, USA. Soil type of the field varied from silt to silt loam. The field was approximately 7.5 ha and under coverage of a center pivot irrigation system. Experimental plots with irrigated and rainfed regimes were employed in the field for irrigation management study.

![Figure 1. Cotton field layout of the soil moisture sensors in 2015 and 2016. S1-S6 are the sensor locations while S7 is the data station near the center pivot (CP)](image)

In both 2015 and 2016 season, cotton cultivar FM1944GLB2 was selected and planted in the field on May 5. Nitrogen fertilizer at the designated rate was applied as a urea-ammonium nitrate solution (N-sol, 32%) to each plot with a side knife drill 48 days after planting (DAP) in 2015 and 49 DAP in 2016. Insects and weeds in the
plots were controlled with generally recommended procedures in the region throughout the growing seasons. In 2015, defoliation was initiated on Sept. 8 and Sept. 15 in rainfed and irrigated plots, respectively. Cotton in rainfed and irrigated plots was machine harvested with a spindle-type picker on Sept. 24, and Oct. 7, respectively. For 2016 season, all plots were defoliated on Sept. 13 and machine picked on Oct. 4.

The soil moisture sensing system included soil volumetric water content sensors (EC5, GS1, Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA), two models of data loggers (EM50R and EM50G, Decagon Devices) and a data station (ECH2O 900 MHz, Decagon Devices) for data acquisition, and a measurement and control data logger (MCDL) (CR1000, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT) coupled with a wireless modem (RavenXTG, Sierra Wireless, Carlsbad, CA) for data collection and transmission (Sui & Baggard, 2015). EC5 and GS1 SWC sensors were used with the data logger EM50R and EM50G to measure soil volumetric water content. EC5 sensor and GS1 sensor are made with same measurement principle and by the same manufacture (Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA). Both models are capacitance-based soil moisture sensors while the GS1 is more physically robust than the EC5 (Figure 2). The EM50R logger used a 900-MHz frequency radio to transmit data to the data station. After the data were automatically downloaded from the data station to the MCDL, the wireless modem automatically transmitted all data through a commercial wireless network to make the data accessible on the internet using a LoggerNet data logger support software (Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT). In the EM50G logger system, data were transmitted through a cellular communication network to a service which made data available on the internet. A software from Decagon was used to download the data and display the soil moisture graphics. Both EM50G and EM50R loggers had the capacity to collect data from up to five sensors. In this study three SWC sensors were used with one data logger.

![Image](jas.ccsenet.org)

Figure 2. EC5 and GS1 soil water content sensors

2.2 Sensor Calibration

The SWC sensors were evaluated and calibrated using a weighing method. Five 2-Gallon soil pots were filled with soils from the field where the sensors were installed. Dry matter and bulk density of the soil in the pot were determined. One EC5 sensor was horizontally placed at the center of each soil pot. After the soil in pot was saturated with water, the pot with the sensor was placed on an electronic scale (HD-150, My Weight, Phoenix, AZ) to continuously measure the weight. Meanwhile, the sensor continuously measured the SWC. The SWC in the pot was calculated using the scale-measured weight and the known soil dry matter and bulk density. Scale-measured water content was then compared with the sensor-measured water content for the sensor calibration.

2.3 Sensor and Logger Installation

The sensors were installed in field at depths of 15 cm, 30 cm, and 61 cm, respectively. To install the sensors, a hole was drilled at the center of the crop row using a soil auger. The soil moisture sensors were inserted horizontally into the soil at the designated depths (Figure 3). EM50G data loggers were mounted on a wooden stake and installed beside the plants in the row. The antenna of these EM50G loggers was about 30 cm above the ground. EM50R loggers were also installed using a similar method as the EM50G loggers in field. However, their antennas were placed about 1.8m above the ground using the antenna mount device described as below. The
sensors were connected to the logger using cables. All loggers were set up to continuously make one measurement of SWC in every minute. Hourly average of the measurements was calculated and wirelessly reported at a time interval of one hour. The data are available online for download and process.

![Figure 3. Illustration of Soil moisture sensors installed in three depths across the root zone (left). Irrigation scheduled based on soil moisture measured by soil water sensors (right) (photograph by Ruixiu Sui)](image)

It was found that data transmission of EM50R logger was affected by plant canopy (Sui & Beggard, 2015). Data could not be properly transmitted when plant canopy was higher than the antenna of EM50R logger. To use a pole to place the antenna to a higher position could eliminate this issue. However, the antenna poles in field will obstruct normal operation of the equipment such as sprayers. To make the wireless sensor more practical for field use, an antenna mount was developed for EM50R data logger (Figure 4). The antenna mount includes a spring (SSM-3, Hustler/New-Tronics Antenna Corp., Mineral Wells, TX), a U-shaped metal base, and a PVC pipe. The spring was mounted between the center of the U-shaped base and one end of the pipe. The U-shaped base was made of a steel strip of 6 mm thick and 51 mm wide. The base was 28 cm tall and 30 cm wide with two sharp ends for insertion into the ground. The PVC pipe was 1.8 m long and 25 mm in diameter. There are threads at both ends of the spring. A threaded rod was used to connect the PVC pipe and spring. A hole was drilled through the pipe and the rod, and the pipe and rod was tied up using a screw. At another end of the spring, a screw was used to join the spring and the base together. A hole was drilled in the pipe at about 30 cm from the spring-pipe joint for pulling antenna cable inside the pipe for cable protection. The antenna connected to the cable was installed inside the top end of the pipe. In use of the mount in field, the U-shaped base was inserted into the soil, and the antenna cable was connected to the wireless device (Figure 4). As the agricultural equipment passed over the wireless device and impacted the PVC pipe, the spring in the mount would be bent and the antenna inside the PVC pipe would be protected from damage. After the equipment passed through, the spring would make the PVC pipe with the antenna back to an upright position again.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Sensor Calibration

Readings from the sensors have a linear correlation with the scale-measured SWC (Figure 5). The sensors over-estimated the water content when the manufacture’s “mineral soil” calibration was used. The relationship between sensor-measured SWC and scale-measured SWC was used in the sensor calibration. Figure 6 showed the sensor-measured SWC and the scale-measure SWC as the SWC varied in a range from 13% to 38% m\(^3\)/m\(^3\). It was indicated that the sensor had a better measurement accuracy with higher SWC. As the water content decreased, the difference between the sensor-measured SWC and the scale-measured increased. In general, the sensors were capable of detecting general trend of soil-water changes. However, their measurements varied among the sensors and were influenced by soil texture (Sui et al., 2013). To obtain accurate measurements, the sensors require soil-specific calibration.

Figure 4. Bendable antenna mount device (left) and its field installation with an EM50R data logger (right). (Photographs by Ruixiu Sui)
3.2 Data Processing and Application

This soil moisture sensing system has been used in this field since 2012. As an examples, sensor-measured SWC in 2015 and 2016 season was shown in Figure 7 and 8, respectively. Weighted average of the sensor measurements at three depths was calculated for irrigation scheduling. According to plant root distribution, the weight assigned to the measurement at depth of 15 cm, 30 cm, and 61 cm was 0.45, 0.35, and 0.2, respectively. The weighted average measured by the sensors at 48 hours after the soil was saturated was used as the sensor-measured field capacity (FC). Irrigation event was triggered when percent plant available water (PPAW) dropped approximately to 50%. PPAW was calculated using Equation 1.

$$PPAW = \frac{\text{Sensor-measured SWC} - \text{SWC at wilt point}}{\text{Field Capacity} - \text{SWC at wilt point}}$$

(1)
This soil moisture sensor-based irrigation scheduling method has been used in cotton. In general, it worked fairly well. However, it has been observed that the weights assigned to the measurement at different depths and the threshold to trigger an irrigation event should be adjusted according to crop growth stages due to the difference of crop root distribution patterns in the soil profile.

Figure 7. SWC in the irrigated plot and rainfed plot in 2015
Figure 9 and 10 illustrate the rainfall distribution and irrigation events during cotton growing season in 2015 and 2016. In 2015, the total amount of precipitation during the season from May 5 to Oct. 1 was 34.3 cm. Six irrigation events were scheduled with a total water depth of 15.2 cm applied. 2016 was a wet year. 50.6 cm rainfall was received during the cotton growth season from May 5 to Oct. 5. Due to large amount of rainfall, only two irrigations were conducted with total water depth of 3.2 cm applied in 2016.

3.3 Installation and Maintenance

The sensor installation and maintenance are critical in application of soil moisture sensors. The sensors should be installed in a representative area of the field. In installation, it needs to make the sensor prongs contact the soil well, and minimize the disturbance of the soil profile. The sensor should be installed on crop row, and the plants near the sensing location should not be damaged during sensor installation and maintenance. After growing season, the loggers can be disconnected from the sensors and removed from field, the sensor can remain in the soil for use in next season. However, attention should be given to prevent the sensor from being damaged in field practices such as subsoil tillage. The section of sensor cable above the ground could be damaged by wild animals in field. It needs to be protected using physical or chemical means (e.g., flexible aluminum conduit or spray). The bendable antenna mount has been used in field operation. It was capable of protecting the antenna from damage by the equipment and positioning the antenna above plant canopy for wireless signal transmission.
4. Conclusion

Soil water content sensors were evaluated for use in irrigation scheduling in cotton. The sensors with wireless data loggers were able to monitor soil-water status, and the sensor measurements could be used as a guidance for irrigation scheduling. The sensors were installed in the predominant soil of the field. The sensors were calibrated with soils from the field where the sensors were installed. In one sensing location, three sensors were installed at depths of 15 cm, 30 cm, and 61 cm for cotton crops. Weighted average method could be used to process the sensor data for soil water content across the crop root zone. Crop root distributions across the root zone and crop growth stages should be considered when the sensor readings at different measurement depths are used to determine a threshold to trigger irrigation events.
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